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MyÂ Bleeping Family Mad Libs features 21 original stories celebrating the crazy drama that all

families experience, including your own!Â Readers will love to fill in the blanks of stories about

Thanksgiving dinner gone wrong, dramatic step-parents, and sibling rivalry! It makes a funny and

affordable gift for all the crazies in your life.
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i purchased this for my bro-in-law and we played all xmas morning. it was a hoot. when our nephew

(who is 8) came over, we filled one out with him too. it's not dirty language or anything so

appropriate for all ages really.

Great fun for our road trip. We got this after a suggestion from my teenage stepdaughter. She was

15 and it was appropriate enough to use with her, even though it says "adult". I think it's like that

because it is more fun for adults than the original version.

Fun for the family. I remember playing this when I was younger and had so much fun that I had to

buy one for adults. I advise anyone who is looking to bring some of their childhood back and to bring

some adult fun in to buy this.

Adult Mad Libs really takes me back in time to when I was a kid, playing the original version. Now



that I have a family of my own, I can really appreciate having the Adult version! My Bleeping Family

Mad Libs is a great idea. I can't wait to try it out with a group of friends.

I got this for my grandma as a Christmas gift. We both find it very entertaining and funny. I

recommend this to anyone with a sense of humor and likes word games

It's somewhat funny. Not as funny as I hoped it would be. You have to get really silly and crazy to

make it worth while.

Some of the verses seem to be cut out of dialogue with random words haphazardly erased. When

asked for a clue word and a that word is given according to type, the words don't always make

sense and thus aren't remotely funny. Not very well thought out. I threw it out. Wasted my money.

Too bad.

great gift for my family get together. can't wait to play it with my family for the next holiday event.
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